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1. Scope of function
Big Van Global Web is a website color retrieval system to provide various color formula information (manufactured by
Kansai Paint group). In addition, the Big Van Global Web is introduced function of automatic multi language display
(English, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, Russian, Indonesian, and Thailand).

2. Recommended hardware and software requirements
The following hardware and software items are recommended:
●Microsoft Windows XP (Service Pack 3 is installed), or Windows 7
●Pentium 4 processor or better
●Internet Explorer Version 8.0 (or better) is installed.
(Note) These hardware and software requirements are minimum guideline.

3. How to access a Big Van Global (Web)?
Firstly, access to Kansai Paint Global website, and
click “Automotive Refinish coatings” (red-squared)
URL
http://www.kansai.co.jp/global_site/index.html

Click icon of Big Van Global” (red-squared)
It is recommended to save the URL on your
bookmark when Big Van Global top screen appear.

Please fill out allocated ID, password, and click
“login”.
If clicked “Available only STD color formula ", it is
available to search only standard color.
It is alarmed “Invalid ID or password “on screen if an
invalid ID (or password) fills out.
(Remarks)The ID and password is provided by
Kansai Paint.
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Read “Color Formula Information Service
User License Agreement” and click “Accept” to move
top screen.
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4. Top screen
The color formula search starts from the following top screen.

The meaning of each search item is as mentioned below;
Paint type
FC tinter (trace tinter)
Amount (g)
Auto manufacturer
(car maker)
Color code
Color name
Region
Country name
Color category
CK number
Setup
Reset

Select basecoat type.
Select FC tinter (trace tinter) is included or not in the color formula.
Fill out required amount (gram) within the range from 50 gram to 6,000 gram.
Alarm message appears if the operator fills out beyond 6,000 gram, or below 50 gram.
Select 1 (one) auto manufacturer.
Begins with: search color formula from the prefix word of color code or color name.
Equals
: search color formula that is completely matched with color code or color name.
Select region, country name, and/or color category..
Fill out the CK number. (CK number is a number allocated in the each variant color formula as
per each original exterior color.)
Set up frequently used search pattern.
Refer to page “Appendix-1 (17 page) for more details.
Reset all selected search items.
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5. Color formula search process

Followings are one of the fast track search item combination (example) to approach the required color formula data as
fast as possible. (Please select “Begin with “ for both color code and color name).
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(Remarks)

Depending on case-to-case, it is required to add or change search item if following alarm message displays.
This message means “too much candidate color formula is found.
It is requested to add, change and/or squeeze search item as much
as possible.

This message means “no required color formula is found for this
query”.
In this case, it is recommended to change search combination,
and/or add a little more related information as much as possible to
approach the required color formula.

5-1 : Color formula search process (example),
Example : Lexus 1G1, PGHB HS, Country name = Japan

Select “Paint type(PGHB HS) ” and input color code (input a part of color code as 1G) and click “Search”, so that
candidate color formula displayed as below, from Page 1 of 4.

If Lexus 1G1 (country name = Japan) is clicked, so that color formula column tuned into yellow-highlighted. Then click
“Select” .
Note : System means “Paint system”, M = Metallic, S = Solid, 3P = 3 coat pearl, PM = Pearl Metallic)
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The candidate CK numbers (Lexus 1G1, PGHB HS) are displayed.
<Remarks>
(1) Both exterior color and inner color are displayed simultaneously suppose the color code includes both of them. The
inner color is displayed as “INNER COLOR” in the color name column.
(2) “Multi” stated in the “Type” column means “multi-tone color formula”. On the other hand, “Mono” stated in the same
column means “mono tone color formula”.

(3) Just for your information, some of the non-Japanese auto manufacturers are allocated the same color code to
several models, although color tone is a little different as per each model.

5-2 : View selection
From next step, it is available to identify the color formula in 3 ways from several CK numbers.
The 3 ways are available to be selected from pull-down menu (View)

Tinters: Identify color formula from CK number and tinter composition.

Model name: Identify color formula from CK number and vehicle model
name information.
Features: Identify color formula from CK number and color tone behavior
(face tone, flip tone)
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5-3 : Identify color formula from CK number and tinter composition

It is available to select a required CK formula from the composed tinter included in each CK. Each CK number is
displayed the composed tinter number.
(How to use?)
(1)
Make sure to select pull-down menu as “Tinters”.
(2)
When clicked required color formula, it is highlighted into light-yellowish.
(3)
Then click “Select” to go on to the next step.

5-4 : Identify color formula from CK number and vehicle model name.

It is available to select a required CK formula from model name or released year.
(How to use?)
(1) Make sure to select pull-down menu as “Model name”.
(2) When clicked required year and vehicle, it is highlighted into light-yellowish
(3) Then click “Select” to go on to the next step.
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5-5 : Identify color formula from CK number and color features.

It is available to select a required CK formula from the color features of variant color formula comparing to CK00
(Standard color formula).
(How to use?)
(1) Make sure to select pull-down menu as “Features”.
(2) When clicked required color features, it is highlighted into light-yellowish.
(3) Then click “Select” to go on to the next step.

(Abbreviation of color features)
Abbreviation
Features
FACE
FLIP
MET
VVD
DUL
WT
BLK
R

Face tone
Flip tone
Metallic
Vivid
Dull
White
Black
Red

Abbreviation
BL
GR
YL
(+)
(-)
( C)
(F)

Features
Blue
Green
Yellow
Strong
Weak
Coarse
Fine
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6. Fine tuning process

Color formula of single layered color (solid, metallic, pearl metallic, etc) is displayed as mentioned above.

The meaning and functions of each icon are as mentioned below:
Output displayed color formula data.
Change amount as per tinter.
Add tinter to displayed color formula data
Delete tinter from the displayed color formula data.
Go back to previous screen “Select CK number”
Go back to top screen.
Change total amount (gram)

Layer
N
Tinter
Name
Adding amount
%

Display current layer of color formula.
“N” means “standard number of coats”. It is considerable that actual number of coats
may change depending on difference of hiding power per color by color, actual
application circumstance, and spray process, and so on.
Tinter code number
Name of color base, pearl liquid, controller, FC tinter (trace tinter)
The adding amount (gram) to be mixed.
Weight percentage
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6-1 : Change total amount

The total amount of color formula is available to change with using this “amount menu box”.

For example, if total amount is to be increased from 100 gram to 300 gram, input 300 in the amount menu box.
Move the pointer within the red squared dot area, and double click the mouse to go on to next step.

As a result, the total amount is changed to 300 gram, and the amount of individual tinter also changed accordingly.
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Make sure to designate the amount between 50 gram and 6,000gram. If input amount is beyond 6,000 gram
and/or below 50 gram, alarm message is appeared on screen.

6-2 : Output displayed color formula data.

Click “Print” icon to output the displayed color formula data.
6-3 : Change formula amount of designated tinter.

In this case the operator wants to change the adding amount of 111 METALLIC WHITE . Current amount is 42.4
gram and want to change to 50 gram. First of all, move mouse pointer on the tinter name that operator want to
change adding amount. Click mouse on the tinter name, so that the tinter name line is turned into yellow-highlighted.
Then click “Change amount” to go on to next step.

The current amount 42.4 is shown on the box.
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Input the new amount 50 (gram) in the box. Click OK to change new amount. On the other hand, click “Cancel” to
stop changing amount.

As a result, the red squared 3 points are changed. Adding amount changed to 50.0. Weight percentage is changed
from 42.37% to 46.42%, and the total amount is accordingly changed from 100 gram to 107.7 gram.

6-4 : Add new basecoat (color base, pearl tinter, FC tinter) into color formula.

For example, if the operator decide to newly add 20 gram of PGHB ECO 361 Oxide Yellow FC to above color
formula, click “Add tinter “ to go on next step.
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Input tinter code number 361 and give a checkmark “Use FC tinter” in the checkbox. Input required amount 20
Then click OK. In case of pearl tinter, or other basecoat, it is not necessary to give a checkmark in the checkbox.

361F Oxide Yellow FC (20 gram) is added on the screen. The total amount is accordingly changed from 100.1 gram
to 120.1 gram.
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6-5 : Delete tinter from color formula data.

For example, if the operator decided to delete 361FC (OXIDE YELLOW FC) from the color formula, firstly, move
mouse pointer on the tinter name of 361F (OXIDE YELLOW FC).

Click mouse on the tinter name, so that the tinter name line is turned into yellow-highlighted. Then click “Delete
tinter”.

Click “OK”.
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361F (OXIDE YELLOW FC) is deleted from the color formula. Total amount is also decreased.

7. Disclaimer
The information mentioned in Big Van Global (Web) operation manual (hereinafter referred to as “Manual”) is
not intended to be exhaustive and is based on the present state of our knowledge and on current laws: The
information contained in this Manual is subject to modify from time to time in the light of experience and our
policy of continuous development.
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Appendix-1 : Setting search items/conditions (frequently used)

It is available to predesignate frequently used search items. Need not designate all search items.
Make sure to click “OK” to fix the search condition.
Auto manufacturer
Select 1 (one) auto manufacturer.
Paint Type
Select frequently used basecoat, 1(one) item.
FC tinter
Select “Included” or “ Not included “ in color formula.
Amount
Fill out required amount, within the range from 50 gram to 6,000 gram.
Colors found
Select number of displayed candidate color per 1 page.
Region
Select frequently used region, country name, and/or color category.
Country name
Color category

How to reset setting search condition?

Click “blanked” column manually as per search item, so that column turned into blue-highlighted. Then click “OK”.
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Appendix-2 : How to use Global Color Navigator ?

Select the closest color chip comparing to vehicle exterior color (Fig.1).
Check "A number" stated in the reverse side of color chip.
In Fig.2, A number is stated as "A0964".(A, zero, nine, six, four)

From the top screen, make sure to select and input search condition as stated below before clicking “Search”.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Paint type
: Select “PGHB HS”.
Amount
: Input required grams within the range from 50 g to 6,000 g in the column.
Auto manufacturer : Select “GCN”
Color code
: Input “A number” in the column.

(Note) Above mentioned items are requested to start searching.
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The color of A0964 is displayed on screen.
Make sure to check the displayed A number, and click "Select " to go on to next process.

The tinter composition of A0964 is displayed.
Click "Select".

The screen turned into " Fine tuning mode" and the selected layer of color formula is displayed.
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